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Re: Recommendations for

CDP'~

'.'Disciplinary Guidance" GPQ

·Dear Commissioners:
.Thank you for providing us the opportunity to ~omment on the City of
Clev~land's draft General Polic'e Order (GPO} ori the subject of Disciplinary
Guidance. Clear and robu~t disciplinary policies are essential for discipline t9 be
administered consistently and fairly for all involved. Any disciplinary poJicy must .
provide definitions of misconduct as well ·as expectations of consequences for
·miscondu.ct, that are a~undantly clear to the officers wl~.o _are subjectto the policy,
to. the adjudicators who will ·administer the policy, and to the community at. large,
who must have fai~h that the policy will be. fair an_d effective.
Cleveland's-draft policy fails to meet this basic st~ndard, and likewise fails to
meet other specific requirements set forth in the' consent decree .. In several
·
. , instat?-ces even where it does meet threshold requifeme~ts;_it still does nqt.
· comport with prevailing best practices.
·
The policy, thfoughout, is lacking in specificity. It is un~lear as to the definition
of many offenses; it fails to establish a pr{fsumptive penalty for any offense; it . ..
dQes not clearly establish which, if any, factors are to be considered mitigating or
aggravating for any given offense; and itJails to penalize at all some infractions
that are wh0lly contrary to constitutional, bias-free policing,'.infractions so serious
that they gave rise to the consent decree.· As a result, this draft policy leaves the ·
adjudicators charged with imposing discipline·, as well as the officers subject to it,
. with little clarity .as to w:tiat discipline· may be justified or given. Such a lack of ,clarity is an open invitation to procedural Injustice that can only harm officer
morale ai;id undermine accountability and community trust. Our recommendations
for remedying these flaws·_are below.
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1.

Provide a definitfon of'each offense.

To consistently and fairly categorize officer ~isconduct, the policy ~tself must set forth a cle~r ·
and speCific explanation defining each offense. In the current draft, no offense is defined, and
.
instead the draft contains vague descriptions such ·as, ''unsatisfactory performance,"
"discourtesy," "conduct unbecomi:i;ig," and "misconduct." Further, some offenses are overly
broad and do.not differentiate the range of seriousness of the offense by intent. Fo'r example, due
to a lack of definition, the separate offei;ises of "erroneous daily duty report," "reports, failure to
submit," and "WCS, Improper usage" encompass both ip.advertent violations., as well as willful
and/or malicious violations. The three tiers of gravity are arbitrary, especially since they lac~ any
regard of an officer's intent.
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Ad~ to the existing list of offenses .
'I

. It is concerning that Cleveland's dtaft policy includes no-mention of offenses .such as-gend~r
bias, racial P,rofili:p.g, racial/ethnic slurs, dis.crimination, or retaliati<;m. These are some of the very,
offenses that gav~:rise to the. consent decree. Identifying such acts-as offenses and prescribing
appropriate discipline is ~ basic component of constitut.ional policing and must be explicitly
·.covered by the disciplinary policy:
·
·
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· Even with ~egard_ to lesser offenses, the draft policy is deficient: If an bfficer repeatedly receives
verbal counseling for continuing to .commit the same offense ("unsatisfactory work perform~nce
or irregu~arities"), he/she should eventually receive disciplinary action. .
'
3.

Establish clear.presumptive pe11alties

.

. though the poli~y. pr~v~des a presumptive range of penalties for each class .of offenses, thei:e is'
no one presumptive penalty'for any given offense. 'withoufan expected penalty, there is no .
. direction for what disciplinary action to· impose in the absence of aggravating/mitigating factors. ,
This leaves' the adjudicator with unfettered discretion to decide on a wide range of possible
'
·
·
penalties for each offense. 1 ·
4.

Provide a clear list of.mitigating and aggravating factors.
.

.

.. The'.policy does not comply witl). the consent decree's requirement in paragraph 246(c) that the
matrix "set.out defin~d mitigating and aggravating factors." The current policy's vague'·
description of what constitutes a mitigating or aggravatingfactor will make i~ hard to enforce·
consistent application of discipline for s:l~ilar offenses. Th~ policies of other jurisdictions do a
~ett~r job o.f ~pecifying mitigating/aggravating factors. 2
·
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New Orleans' and Denver's p'olicies provide such·presumptive penalties.
New Orleans' discipline policy provides descriptions of 18 examples of mitigating/aggravating factors; Madison,
· Wisconsin's ·provides 11. Denver's provi~es descriptions ·of 14 aggravating and 7 mitigating factors. In contrast,
Cleveland uses just five vague terms ..
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5. '.

.}lequlre adequate documentatiot~- of the chosen di~ciplinary action.'
'1

Paragraph 24 7 of the consent decree mandates that, "All disciplinary decisions will be
documented in writing." In its current form, the.policy only_requires documentation of the date
of the incident, date of discipline or non-disciplinary action, violations sustained, and action
taken. Thi's fails to provide any document~d explanation of the actual d~cision made. In ·an effort
to avoid arbitrary imposition of discipline, 'or even the appearance of such, the adjudicator must
be r~quired to fully document the basis for his/her decision, especially in cases where it deviates
'
from any presumptive penalty.

Ultimately, the CDP's discipline policy will serve as the backbone of the department's
overarching scheme for ensuring that officers comport themselves according to the law. As such,
the policy must be written so that pfficers, adjudicators, and the public they serve ,may clearly ,
understand the expectations of a Cleveland Police officer and the consequences for. any type of
rp.isconduct, and trust that any action taken against every officer will be grounded in rules and
standards that are consistent!~ administereq ahd clear to all ..
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